STOP — Read Entire Label Before Use

DIRECTIVES FOR USE

- Read entire label. Use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions, and with applicable state and Federal regulations.

PRECAUTIONS:

- Do not apply or use the product or treatment away from heat, sparks, open flame or hot surfaces.
- Always open treated bags/containers in a well-ventilated area, away from any source of heat, sparks, or open flames.
- CIRKIL VaproPad Mattress Treatment Kit is intended to treat items sealed within bags or cloth containers. This product will not kill bed bugs that are not enclosed in treated bags/containers.

TO KILL BED BUGS/EGGS ON MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS:

Step 1

Lay mattress or box spring on its side. Seal the top, facing in. Ensure vent holes are not blocked.

Step 2

Tape bag and mattress info side. Full bag until mattress is the way in.

Step 3

Remove leaks to expose vent holes.

Step 4

Place foil pouches into bed bug and treat containers. Place the pouches in a well-ventilated space, big enough to maneuver the bed bug and treat containers.

Step 5

Open bag in a well-ventilated area or from heat, sparks, or open flame. Take care any electrical equipment prior to opening treated bags.

AFTER 48 HOURS:

Open bag in well-ventilated area or from heat, sparks, or open flame. Take care any electrical equipment prior to opening treated bags.

IMPORTANT: READ BEFORE USE

- Test for reaction. See side panel for first aid information. If in eyes: Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Rinse with cold water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing. Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not remove anything told to by a poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything to an unconscious person.

- In the event of a medical emergency call your poison control center at 1-800-222-1222 (24 hours). Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center, doctor, or going for treatment.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL HAZARDS

Plasmable: During all stages of treatment, keep the pad and treated bag away from heat, sparks, open flame or hot surfaces. Do not store near or near electrical equipment. Do not store near or near electrical equipment.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL

Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal.

Storage: Protect the product from extreme heat or cold, away from tobacco or using the toilet.

Disposal: The product is for one-time use only, and the foil pouches should be disposed of properly. Place the consumer product container at once. By using this product, user or buyer accepts the following Conditions, Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitations of Liability before using this product. If terms are not acceptable, return the unopened product container at once. By using this product, user or buyer accepts the following Conditions, Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitations of Liability before using this product. If terms are not acceptable, return the unopened product container at once.

Keep out of reach of children  |  See side panel for first aid information.

WHAT YOU NEED:

- Mattress treatment bag (included)
- 4 x CIRKIL Vapropad for each mattress treatment bag
- A well-ventilated space, big enough to maneuver a mattress and free of source of sparks, open flame of heat

100% EFFECTIVE FOR BED BUGS & EGGS

DISINFECT YOUR MATTRESS

KILLS BED BUGS & THEIR EGGS

Easy and Clean Plant-based Treatment

Active ingredient: Cold Pressed Neem Oil...5.5%
Other ingredients...94.5%
TOTAL...100.0%

CAUTION: Keep out of reach of children.  See side panel for first aid information.

Net Contents: 2 FL OZ per pad

Batch No.
CAUTION
Keep Out of Reach of Children

Active ingredient:
Cold Pressed Neem Oil.........................5.5%
Other ingredients..........................94.5%
Total.................................................100.0%

Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals
CAUTION. Liquid contained in the pad inside the foil pouch can cause moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes or clothing. Do not get liquid in mouth. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

Flammable: During all stages of treatment, keep the pad and treated bags away from heat, sparks, open flames or hot surfaces (e.g. baseboard, floor heaters, stoves, etc.). Unplug all electrical equipment prior to opening treated bags.

See outer package for complete directions for use and precautionary statements.